Features of TAIYINENG：
TAIYINENG is used with taiI Ageing yoga Mask to provide energy and proper operation mode for the yoga mask. There are two modes of operation:
manual operation and Bluetooth intelligent operation. The operation mode is divided into 5 kinds, and the intensity can be adjusted in 10 grades. I can use
the yoga mask I use to deeply activate the skin, tighten it deeply, promote the absorption of active ingredients, make the skin glowing and achieve amazing
beauty effect.

Short press to increase
strength, long press for
three seconds to change the
mold test
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Product specifications:

Matters needing attention:

Name

TAIYINENG

1, please clean the face before use, and then fully soak the mask essence into the mask cloth, and stick

rated voltage

3V DC

to the face with the pattern outwardly.

Rated current

4mA

2. Taiyi can be combined with the corresponding contact on the decorative side of the mask cloth.

working

Low frequency pulse boot

3. During use, please do not use metal materials to contact taiyinan.

battery

button battery

4, each use time should not exceed 25 minutes, not more than 2 times a day.

导入强度

十档设置

Structure design

磁吸+面膜

country

China

5. Please place it out of reach of children and avoid high temperature and dust environment.
6. During use, please stop immediately if you feel uncomfortable.

Use method: choose one of the two
一，manual use:
1. Apply the mask to the surface of your skin, with the patterned side facing out. 2. Turn on the snooze switch. 3. Put it on the corresponding contact on
the patterned side of the mask cloth, so that it can be closely combined with the mask. 4. Press + button to adjust to the most comfortable intensity. If the
adjustment strength is too high, press - button to adjust back. 5. To change the mold test, long press + or - to change another mode. 6. Please turn off
the switch on the laptop when it will stop automatically after 20 minutes.
二.Bluetooth smart (connected to mobile phones) :
1. Apply the mask to the surface of your skin, with the patterned side facing out. 2. Turn on the snooze switch. 3. Put it on the corresponding contact on
the patterned side of the mask cloth, so that it can be closely combined with the mask. 4. Turn on the bluetooth of your phon e, scan the QR code with
wechat, and enter the Mini program. 5. Adjust the intensity to the most comfortable gear. 6. The default mode is integrated mode. If you want to change
the mold test, tap the button that needs the mold test. 7.The system will stop automatically after 20 minutes. Please turn off the switch on the laptop after
stopping.
Bluetooth connection: Turn on Bluetooth and scan the QR code to enter.
Abnormal connection:
1. Open Settings -- Privacy -- Bluetooth -- turn on the wechat permission
2. Open Settings -- Privacy -- Location permission -- wechat -- Bluetooth permission
3. Enable Positioning -- Hold down positioning --WLAN and Bluetooth scan -- Enable Bluetooth scan

